
World Book Day Celebrated at NCKU 

Dr Maroof Shah Talks on Choosing Books for Life 

 

May 31, 2016, Delina Baramulla: North Campus of 

Kashmir University celebrated World Book Day at 

its Campus which was attended by hundreds of 

students, teachers ,scholars and readers from 

different corners of the valley. Dr Mohammad 

Maroof Shah, veteran scholar, philosopher and 

author delivered keynote address on “Choosing 

Books for Life” which ran enlightening vibes 

through the audiences. 

Ms Ambreen Khursheed ,Assistant Professor 

Management Studies Department NCKU acted as 

the dice incharge of the function in the first 

segment. 

Mr Haris Manzoor Qazi welcomed the guests and 

participants followed by a brief report on the 

Library Development by Aadil Ahmad Mir ,Semi 

Professional Assistant ,NCKU .  

In his two hour long address , Dr Maroof  

enlightened the students about difference between 

“Information ,knowledge and Wisdom” and went 

on to show them how readings of books by sages 



,saints and philosophers not only enlightens but 

changes the worldview of the reader also.He 

emphased on the readings of scriptures of all the 

world religions ,works of great philosophers and 

best poets from all the cultures of the world. “A 

man who does not read books is bound to have a 

cukooned understanding of the world and ghetto 

mentality”, he said in his address.Dr Maroof 

received questions from students and had a 

detailed discussion on issues ranging from culture 

,politics ,literature ,philosophy and religion. 

In his presidential remarks, Prof.Irshad Ahmad 

Wani ,Director North Campus , emphasized on the 

need of reinventing the reading culture among 

students as “it is being threatened by the growing 

short cut methods of readings available on 

Internet.”He said that “a  single book sincerely 

read by a man is enough to change the life of a 

man.”Dr Dawood A Khan ,Assistant Professor ,PG 

Department of Computer Science ,North Campus 

,presented vote of thanks at the end of the first 

session of the function. 

The second session of the celebrations was 

marked by a panel discussion on “Knowledge 

Production vs Knowledge Consumption: Towards 



Re-Inventing Reading Culture in Kashmir”. The 

panel discussion was moderated by the Convenor 

Library ,Dr Mohammad Ameen Parray ,and had 

experts : Dr Mohammad Maroof Shah ,Dr Waseem 

A Bhat ,Dr Umar Farooq and Miss Waqar un 

Nisa.The roundtable lasted for one and half hour 

and enthralled the audience by the arguments 

made by experts on the panel.       

  


